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Border
Length (mm)

2370mm
Q,ty. (pcs)

1186mm
Q,ty. (pcs)

600mm
Q,ty. (pcs)

Blank size
Blank Q,ty.

pcs
Avairable Length

(mm)

1 12309 5 0 0 20 4 379

2 21976 9 0 0 20 8 486

3 30192 12 1 0 20 12 326

4 32102 13 0 1 20 13 432

5 39513 16 1 0 25.4 16 0.6

6 11378 4 1 1 22.4 5 0

7 72893 30 1 0 20.2 30 1

8 11167 4 1 0 20 4 421

9 29237 12 0 1 16.4 12 0.2

8.540235501767062latoT 2141.2

Ø3 5mm. pan head screw

Laser line

Sliding clip Fixed clip

Use a building layout drawing with all lengths of the sides where 
Lucoline®should be installed to calculate the number of standard 
lengths, corners, cables and power supplies needed.

Use a laser line to mark the horizontal line on the building where 
the mounting clips should be installed. Per section install one Fixed 
Clip (L-CLIP-F) in the middle of the section to prevent it from 
moving on the building under temperature in�uences. Use Sliding 
Clips (L-CLIP-S) at a maximum repeat distance of 400 mm apart.

4.  Install Lucoline® on clips:

Hang the tube in the top side of all clips. Push the tube downward 
to snap it into the spring part of each clip. Check that the tube is 
secured in all clips, especially the Fixed Clip.

The Fixed Clip (L-CLIP-F) has rubber bands to prevent the tube 
from sliding. Only one should be used per section on a horizontal 
installation. In the case of a vertical installation use a Fixed Clip for 
every other clip to prevent the tube from sliding down under its 
own weight.

Install the clips in a perfect straight line using a laser line or similar. Mark the position 
of each clip and install with the appropriate screw matching the underground.  
Install one Fixed Clip in the middle of each section and all other at a maximum 
repeat distance of 400 mm. Install the last clips 100 mm from the end of the 
section.Install the clips with the arrows pointing up and the word TOP readable.

1. Layout: 2. Prepare installation:

3. Types of mounting clips: 

5. Installation tube on clips:

<400mm

<400mm

<400mm

<400mm

<400mm
<400mm 100mm

100mm

(Fixed clip)
(Sliding clip)

CLICK
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6. Distance between sections: 7. Corners: 

8. JST Connectors: 9. Installation of corners:  

To allow for thermal expansion and contraction and to prevent 
damage the individual sections need to have a gap between 
them. Later covered with a joint cover.
When installing at an ambient temperature above 10 °C leave a 
minimum gap of 15 mm between sections. Below 10 °C this can 
be 10 mm.

To install a corner on 2 sections these should overlap each other so 
that the end of the section is �ush with the top of the other section. 
Again leave a gap as in the drawing to allow for thermal expansion.
Snap the corner over the 2 sections to �x it.

The JST connectors have a locking clip. Make sure these are fully 
engaged, making the connection IP67 water proof. Hide the 
connectors behind the tubes once connected. Do not pull or 
bend the cables too tight. This may damage the seal and 
compromise the IP rating.
To close o� all open connectors in an installation and make them 
waterproof male or female blanking connectors must be used. 
Otherwise water can get into the open connectors which will 
lead to failures.

Step corner

Outside
corner

Inside corner

Joint cover
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Female connector Male connector
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CUTTING

3. Sand the edge: Sand the edge of the tube & the PCB with 
the �ne sand paper to ensure the edge is smoothened & 
uniform. Push back the PCB inside the tube.

2. Clean inside tube from plastic and aluminium residue.

1. Cutting of the tubes: Locate the cutting positions (black 
dots) at the back of the tubes placed at every 55mm apart. 
Align the cutting position with the middle of the saw blade, 
place the tube �at on the platform, and cut the tube 
perpendicular to the saw blade. Please make sure that the 
saw blade is sharp to ensure that the cutting end face is 
smooth.

5. Fix a tape to cure: Put a piece of masking tape over the 
end cap and tube and let it cure for at least 20 minutes 
before handling it.

55mm

Mark on the back of
acrylic tube for cutting

4. Fix end cap: Fill the edge of the cap with PMMA glue 
(Weldon 16, Acry�x or similar).
Push it on the tube and hold  for 30 seconds.

Lucoline®Lucoline®
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Speci�cation 24V Power Supply

Power Supply Capacity

Item

Power  Output

All Lucoline® colours(5.0W/m)

RGB & RGB dot control

POWER SUPPLIES AND CAPACITY

ELECTRIC LAYOUT EXAMPLE

150W

1

3
4

5

1

Maximum 4 sections of 2370mm |  9.6 m length  in series

>_

>_

>_

>_

Code
Output
Current

Output
Power

Input Current E�ciency Size Weight

PP2460

PP24100

PP24150

PP24200

2.5A

4.16A

6.25A

8.34A

60W

100W

150W

200W

0.65A/115V-0.35A/230V

1.1A/115V-0.55A/230V

1.6A/115V-0.8A/230V

2.8A max

0.52kg

0.88kg

1kg

1.1kg

184x44x34mm

204x67x35mm

234x68x35mm

295x60x36mm

87%

92%

93%

90%

PP2460

60W

11m

9m

PP24100

100W

18m

15m

PP24150

150W

27m

23m

PP24200

200W

38m

31m

Installation Index

1. Standard Lucoline® tubes (2370mm, 1186mm, 600mm)

2. On-site adjusted length

3. Power Supply (PP2460, PP24100, PP24150, PP24200)

4. 3M ScotchlokTM 314

5. Power Supply Y Connection Cable 1.5m

6. Y connector

7. Connection cable (1.0m, 3.0m)

8. Blanking connectors
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